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The third book in a continuing western series that captures the gritty textures of Western life while

delivering a powerful spiritual message. Stuart Brannon devises a plan to convince the people of

Paradise Meadow that an outlaw is lying about his role in a woman's death. In the process, Brannon

finds an unusual ally who is going through a different trial. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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love them all

I ordered this book for my 12 year old son. He loves these kind of books. They have some

suspense to the story and No curse words, especially since the author is a christian.

All Stuart Brannon wanted to do was ride into town, deliver something to Peter Mulroney, and finally

head back to his ranch in Arizona. Instead he arrives at Broken Arrow Crossing, now renamed

Paradise Meadow, to find Peter in jail for a murder he didn't commit and the city about to implode

under corrupt leadership. Unable to stand by when there are good people in need of help, Brannon

soon finds himself in the middle of the conflict.A point of view character in this novel is Rose Creek,

a schoolteacher of Cherokee descent trying to make her stand in Paradise Meadow. Ever since she

spoke out publicly against the town's self-appointed mayor, Rose has been losing students and

being pressured to move on. When Peter Mulroney is jailed, he asks Rose to take care of his three



children and to try to find Stuart Brannon for help in this unjust situation. When Rose does meet

Brannon for the first time they get off on the wrong foot, and she thinks he is a heedless,

irresponsible man more likely to add to the problem than aid it.As the decent citizens in Paradise

Meadow begin banding together to fight against Mayor Rutherford, Brannon fears vigilante justice

will result. Good people are so upset at the mistreatment they have suffered that they are more set

on revenge than doing what is right. Brannon, Creek, and a few others try to remain impartial and

hold things together, but as events unfold their lives and safety may just be threatened by the very

people they are trying to protect.When right and wrong turn upside down a lot of bad choices can be

made, and eventually any good outcome becomes questionable. This novel puts our humanity into

check and reminds us that our values must align with God's or they will lead to destruction. Can

Paradise Meadow survive? Eventually the citizens themselves will be the deciding factor.This third

Stuart Brannon novel is full of memorable characters and page-turning action. Riding the trail with

Stuart Brannon is never, ever boring!

Stuart Brannon moves on, intending to go back home to Arizona and see what has become of his

ranch. On the way, he gets embroiled in yet another drama - this time at Paradise Meadow, a

booming mining town mayored by Dixon Rutherford, one of the outlaws from Hard Winter.

Brannon's friend Peter Mulroney is jailed for a crime a did not commit, and Rutherford seeks to drive

schoolteacher Rose Creek out of town. Once again, Brannon cannot merely stand by and do

nothing where injustice runs rampant.His attempt to help the townspeople overthrow corruption is

not without complication, however. Rose Creek questions Brannon's faith, tipping him into internal

crisis and making him wonder if his belief in God is pure and without contradiction, after all.Bly gets

better and better. A man who believes in God and old-fashioned chivalry, without apology; a woman

strong enough to stand up for what she believes is right, although she may not understand the One

who gave her the steel to do so; a rollicking adventure with a hint of romance that doesn't turn out

quite as one expects it to.
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